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News: ArtsCharts

By kunstfly@bluemail.ch

Kunstfly suggests improving international art tourism by providing a new 
kind of gallery/art space ranking. Who does not know the situation of 
being in a foreign city and looking for some hot art stuff, but being lost 
with the official gallery and museum guides where you have no idea if 
a listed space is top or not? Starting with Zurich and London, Kunstfly’s 
homebases, Kunstfly encourages all WeAreTheArtists correspondents to 
form local Kunstflies together with their local art scene and set up arts 
charts. A top ten list – including 9 of the currently hottest spaces and a 
symbolic number 100 as the absolute no-no – will then be published in 
each number of WeAreTheArtists newspaper.

ArtsCharts: Zurich ArtsCharts: London

just finished high school, average sallary is 200 euros and some prizes are 
expensive than in Switzerland, they love mtv and holiwood movies, they 
would sell thier parents for guns, hate croatians and albanians, love slove-
nian, love cinemas but dont like galleries or theaters,love agressive dogs 
like pit bull, crazy about football and voleyball and handball, left ortho-
dox wing hate hinduism, yoga or budism with one word everything that 
is not orthodox....they hate nature and throwing trash everywhere and 
the girls loose their virginity in 16.

Update: Belgrade

By vladnanca@yahoo.com

Me, me, me!

Recently I’ve been quite frustrated by just looking around my fellow ar-
tists involved in the Romanian arts scene. My annoyance was caused by 
the easiness in which some of these people promote themselves whenever 
they have the opportunity to do so. Two of the local art gurus (Graur and 
Raszovski) are exhibiting for the second time in less than two years in the 
gallery which they run together- HT003 in Bucharest. Dan Perjovschi 
the new international contemporary art superhero is both co-curating and 
exhibiting in an exhibition at the Generali Foundation in Vienna. The 
examples could go on and on and, they all have some lame excuse for it. 
The main reason for this is that you can really count on the toes of your 
left foot the numbers of good curators in Romania. Which is equally frus-
trating. However as everyone else is doing it I am taking the opportunity 
of this article to promote myself. 
My name is Vlad Nanca, young struggling Romanian artist. Having had 
the bad chance to develop in a post communist, post Soros center art scene, 
besides trying to do my art I had to work on creating a better context to 
do my job as an artist. This is how my girlfriend and I decided to use our 
apartment as a gallery. We did it for the first time in 2003 and since then 
2020 Home Gallery has become one of the most vibrant contemporary 
art spaces in Bucharest. That is a great story for my girlfriend and I but 
a sad story of the art scene. My first solo show was in November 2003 at 
my place (I’ve actually been told “see you did it too!” – common, it’s my 
place) and my second one was earlier this year in a friends flat also known 
as SexTrade Gallery – the second home gallery in Bucharest. The pers-
pective is not fantastic, there are two shows I will have this year one is in 
one of the two Prague Biennials and the second one is my first show in 
a commercial gallery in Bucharest. For an up coming artist living in one 
of the most vibrant spaces in Bucharest is pretty damn bad. But let’s hope 
better days will come and Romanian curators will finish their residencies 
and fellowships abroad and come back to get us out of our flats. 

Update: Bucharest

By jaime@artserve.net

Caracas Puerto Rico Buenos Aires
as linked by Jaime Gili (1)
1.
The story starts like my life, in Caracas, a city protected from the excesses 
of the Caribbean Sea by 2000 m. high mountains. I had seen a sun-burnt 
view of them for the last time ten years ago, from a plane, eight hours be-
fore officially entering Europe. Now I was back ten years later, as an artist 
in residency of Fundación La Llama (2) and perhaps officially as a Londo-
ner. Having started my art studies in Caracas, it was not difficult to catch 
up with people I knew and to meet new ones in the small artworld of the 
city, seriously reduced after 20 years of diverse crisis in the whole conti-
nent. I knew things had changed a bit during these years in Venezuela, 
but to the scandal of some of my friends who see it all radically changed 
to the worst, I expected a lot more differences in the day-to-day politics, 
the shape of the city, and generally, in the way things felt. The map of the 
city in my mind -which was only blurred- started to trace itself with de-
tail, redrawing the old and the new with most elements coinciding. 
From the magnificent architecture of Carlos Raúl Villanueva at the Uni-
versidad Central (3), a group recently listed by Unesco as universal he-
ritage, to the mountains of El Avila -always there breathing for the city 
and framing it-, from the organic architecture of the slums in the rest of 
the mountains around the valley, to the 60’s and 70’s op-art interventi-
ons scattered around the streets in a sad and real condition, I walked ki-
lometres and visited friends living and working in the most diverse set-
tings, redrawing my network and restarting a new relationship with my 
country. Luis Romero, director of La Llama hosted the residency, which 
was supported by Arts Council England (4). La Llama is part of the net-
work of Triangle Arts Trust (5) based in London and moving artists to 
spaces all over the world. Luis knows everyone, and my sketchbook was 
soon a labyrinth of information from which I keep rescuing data. I deve-
loped work with Luis Romero (his Tipos Móviles series) with Ali Gon-
zález (an exhibition in space Crea-10) and, with the help of artist Raúl 
Herrera, worked in various interventions with new posters that review 
the omnipresent optical art of J.R.Soto and Cruz-Diez. I visited and gave 
talks at the Reverón Art School (6) and at Prodiseño (7), compiling a list 
of artists that can be accessed via the website (8). From that list, I should 

Update: Caracas, Puerto 
Rico, Buenos Aires

By vule75@yahoo.com

70 % percent of population in Serbia are smoking a lot, most of them has 
yelloow teeth and hate dentists, everyone is drinkind sljivovica as the 
morning coffee and eatin a lot of meat, 300 000 pigs are killed during the 
Christmass, people love parties the clubs are full of people even if its ex-
pensive and you can see people in the morning hours on the street like in 
the Lester square in London, almost like it, they love fast and shiny, expen-
sive cars, golden neckless with the big cross, leather jacket and fancy shoes, 
they love sex and hate gay people and black as well, the girls are beautifull 
most of them with arteficial blonde hair and long nails and silikon bre-
asts with expensive clothes, strong parfumes, animals fur as coat, looking 
for the rich people to take them far away and pay for the face lifting and 
plastic surgery, they dont love to make childerns and thinking that they 
will get old soon, since we are in the state of globalisation and transitions 
we are loosing our national products, instead everyone is smoking marl-
boro, eating in mc donalds....they are crazy for the shity nostalgic music 
from ex yu, most of them are ashamed because of war in Srajevo when 
Karadzic and Mldic, nowdays war criminals kept thousands of civilians 
watching on them with snaypers, the graves are full of dead people from 
the war times with the big black marmor monuments simbolizing their 
power and strenght, they love sea and bikini, crazy about tanga and fast 
boats, most of them are taking heroin which is very cheap, most of people 
cant speak english but can russian fluently, most of them hate school, they 
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Jaime Gili, Faster history, Posters in the streets of Caracas. Photo by Jaime Gili
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ʻApathy for the party  ̓playing at the opening in El basilisco, Avellaneda. Photo by Jaime Gili

Photo found on http://www.arkitera.com/sanat/2005/01/mercekalti

Tony Matelliʻs severed arm of an ape in the booth of Andrehn-Schiptjenko at the Armory.

highlight the work developed by Luis Salazar, with his punk revision of 
the abstract heritage of the country; David Palacios, with his projects for 
and in the poorest areas of the city; Carlos Zerpa, a contemporary classic 
using popular imagery with ecstatic aims; and Sandra Vivas, a multifa-
ceted artist and performer with a humorous use of video and an eye for 
tropical decadence.  

‘Fuente Avellaneda’ is a font made from pictures taken from the graffiti 
seen in the area. Another project I developed was ‘This is bsas’ is a piece 
still in progress with bands from Buenos Aires paying a sort of cadaver 
exquis, each with a line from a song by The Clash. I am starting now 
an inverse project with London bands playing lyrics from a well known 
song about Buenos Aires. You can see details of this project on the web-
site (1). From the excellent art and musical world in Argentina I would 
like to highlight those artists working at Beca Kuitca (16), especially the 
works of Diego Bianchi and Leo Estol; the artists and projects related to 
Belleza y Felicidad (17), especially that of Fernanda Laguna, Pablo Ro-
sales and Mariela Scafatti, and the work of Javier Barilaro, his paintings 
and his ‘Eloisa Cartonera’ (18) a low budget editorial project with lots of 
interesting things happening within and an extremely important poten-
tial for the planet.

symbolic economy that seems temporary and also artificially nicely made 
up for a fake urban culture. It is crowded everyday, so this is the reality. 
Oda Projesi, is an art project run by three artists in the old neighborhood 
in Galata since 1996. Now they have to leave because the owner of their 
small space wants to get advantage of the new gentrification projects. 
Oda Projesi recently deals with such problematic urban transformation 
discourses and makes habitants aware of the new gentrification projects 
that mainly aim to remove and re-transform the urban areas for the sake 
of temporary consumption economy in the old areas of the city centers. 
They established a neighborhood radio since two weeks related to their 
leave, which they invite local people, social scientists and artists. The pro-
ject is collaboration with a French artist Matthieu Prat who is living since 
one a half year in who established a free space for art books. 
I am waiting for the fog; I hope it disappears... then I will go out. 
www.istanbulmodern.org / www.odaprojesi.com / www.bookstr.com
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2.
The sense of belonging in the city, and the relief it gives me to feel peo-
ple response to work in a deeper cultural communion, made me realise 
how much I needed and wanted to work in the continent, so I researched 
further into the artists’ networks in South America and the Caribbean 
from which I had heard good stories, and started by contacting my friends 
in Puerto Rico Carolina Caycedo (9) and Raymond Chaves (10), whom I 
had met in London some time ago. They were there working with Michy 
Marxuach and mmproyectos (11) preparing the third edition of a bienni-
al event: PR’04 ‘tribute to the messenger’, scheduled to happen in May. 
I went to meet them and the visit resulted in an invitation to participate. 
I then contacted artist Armando Andrade and we worked together on a 
proposal, which dealt with the surf world and its history around the west 
of the island. The event happened in the town of Rincón, near the wes-
tern point of the island. Rincón is a town with a surfing tradition dating 
back to the forties, a derelict nuclear plant surrounded by surfer’s huts, 
and a lighthouse to alert boats passing the dangerous canal de La Mona, 
which separates Puerto Rico from República Dominicana. Forty artists 
from around the world were invited, and everyone worked their part to 
make a week full of events within the event. Jesús Bubu Negrón, from 
Barceloneta in Puerto Rico, created the central piece to the show, by re-
membering the old sugar cane growing towns, most of which have been 
ruinous for decades. In one called ‘Igualdad’ (equality) -a whole town of 
families living in the old houses and keen to tell stories about the planta-
tion on which they depended for most of the C20- Bubu realised his idea 
of lighting the chimney which had not smoked for thirty years, and orga-
nised several events and concerts in the communal spaces of the town. The 
chimney became our Olympic flame, lit and kept for the whole week, in 
the context of the 2004 Olympic Games to which the Puerto Rican bid 
was not successful, and resulted in the most emotive view for the people 
in and around the ex-sugar growing town. In this sportive context which 
was supposed to frame the whole event in 2004, the project Armando An-
drade and I developed was to drive around the west of the island collecting 
old and broken surfboards and visiting surfers and shapers to create a very 
long board which we would then use in the main venue of the festival in 
Rincón. The board, made of 12 different surfboards, measured 7 metres 
long in total, and with its 5 fins was used as a bar, a sunbathing platform 
and of course, also inside the water, resisting up to 4 surfers in the calm 
waters of the low season. A full list of participating artists can be seen at 
the mmproyectos website (11) but we should highlight here the work of 
Temporary Services from Chicago (12), who brought their wheelie wit 
and their mobile structures, and London based Mexican Pablo León de la 
Barra (13) who was in charge of the rearrangement of the space to house 
all the artists and brought and administered a library of independent pu-
blications. There were many people invited from Argentina, including 
curator Eva Grinstein, who selected artists Ernesto Ballesteros to realise 
a paper plane workshop and several indoor and outdoor flying events in 
the beach; and Tamara Stuby and Esteban Alvarez (14), who organised a 
dog’s race and would invite me to be an artist in residence at El Basilis-
co’ in Buenos Aires, for the following months, an invitation that I would 
gladly accept after liaising with Triangle Arts Trust in London.

1st / Caracas
1) www.jaimegili.org / 2) www.lallama.org / 
3) www.centenariovillanueva.web.ve / 4) www.artscouncil.org.uk / 5) 
www.trianglearts.org.uk / 6)www.iuesapar.net / 
7) www.prodi.com.ve / 8) www.modernity.org.uk
2nd / Puerto Rico
9) www.day-today.org/ 10 www.puiqui.com / 
11) www.mmproyectos.com / 12)www.temporaryservices.org / 
13) www.24-7bombthemuseum.org / 14)www.elbasilisco.com
3rd / Argentina
15) www.elbasilisco.com/residencias.htm / 16) www.rojas.uba.ar/kuitca
17) www.bellezayfelicidad.com.ar / 18) www.eloisacartonera.com.ar

Update: Istanbul

By peltn@yahoo.com

This week Istanbul is under fog... 
The weather slowly announces the upcoming spring after the heavy 
“Istanbul winter” and the obscure fog covers all the streets. I can hardly 
see the sea from my window; there are just few signs of the silhouette of 
the city that keeps the unpredictable daily life. The fog reminds me also 
the ambivalence situation of the contemporary art scene nowadays, both 
from inside and outside look. The urban sphere of Istanbul is the most 
popular subject nowadays both in local art&architecture scene and in in-
ternational scene. This year we have a full agenda that filled with three 
main events: Architectural World Congress (it was in Berlin in 2002) in 
July, 9th.International Istanbul Contemporary Art Biennale in September 
and 2.International Istanbul Architecture Festival in October. The urban 
readings of “popular Istanbul” extent with several workshops and mee-
tings in several formats as: fragmenting Istanbul, re-reading Istanbul.... I 
wonder how this intensive year would come over with those discussions 
about urbanism of Istanbul, in a city where there is no a real improvement 
on urbanism. Everybody is digging the city and tries to catch a different 
approach for art and architectural production, which is a kind of con-
sumption. Beyo�lu – Galata district is one of the main areas for contem-
porary art scene; especially after 1990s. Some galleries, artist collectives 
and Platform Contemporary Art Center in this area are the most active 
places that are a kind of melting pot both for foreign and local artists. By 
the way, we are very happy about our Modern Museum: “Istanbul Mo-
dern” (please do not mix with Tate Modern, I do a lot); at the end we 
realized that we have a modern art history and have to made up soon for 
our entrance to EU. To be a part of European culture we need a contem-
porary consumption “place”, which can accompany little bit with a total 
confusion of Turkish modern art&contemporary art and global metro-
politan life. As you might know the museum had been opened before 17 
December 2004, means the EU meeting in Brussels. Our minister (who 
was the municipal minister in the past and was against the idea to have 
contemporary art museum of Istanbul by rejecting the idea of transfor-
ming a building at Golden Horn) really pushed hard to make it open in 
11 December. So, now we have a museum with a popular restaurant (with 
an incredible Istanbul sea view) and a nice shop. I guess this is enough for 
a modern museum and also for the audience who really understand the 
space as a new consumption place of the city. Actually, the museum is just 
an “image” that fills the global city discourse that is decided for Istan-
bul since late 1980s with several local municipal politics. So, as EU will 
continue to run a negotiation program within the old (a kind of ) nation-
state (!) discourses, I am expecting a more exciting art life in the city; a 
city that might be a European capital for the international investors un-
til 2010.  (I will add that most foreign ministers, including T.Blair sent 
their greetings in the opening of the museum). At the other hand there 
are some collectives that are trying surviving with non-budget projects 
and still are running alternative art projects related the idea of collectivity 
and questions about our relation with the “city”; such as Oda Projesi. As 
the gentrification and the urban transformation projects are re-construc-
ted upside down by some economical and political discourses in the city; 
some confusion on space, history, identity appears. One example is the 
new transformed street: French Street (which used to be Algerian Street). 
With French named cafes and restaurants, and with security huts at the 
both entrances of the street, it presents an usual consumption space of a 

Update: New York

By hschlatter@yahoo.com

Armory Show, NYC
Got Blood?
After the artworld’s rallying cry during the pre-national election days of 
2004, the way has been cleared again quickly for the market to blithely 
prosper during wartime. Noticeably absent from the Armory show, on 
two long piers in NYC during the big New York art weekend of March 
11-13, were references to the heady „political“ & partisan shows that crop-
ped up last fall in many New York galleries. 
However, some blood-spilling did exist here and there. Most obvious-
ly, in Mathilde ter Heijne’s video and on a mannequin of herself with a 
battered face propped up against a faux brick wall outside of Arndt & 
Partner’s booth. This was one of the few graphic installations, albeit hea-
vy-handed, in an otherwise tasteful and occasionally sweetly carnival-
like atmosphere of the southern pier, where most of the „younger“ gal-
leries were located.
A severed arm of an ape lay on the carpet in the booth of Andrehn-Schipt-
jenko of Amsterdam. A large knife was wedged into it just above the ex-
tremely detailed cut.
A painting from 2000 by Nicole Eisenmann which portrayed, by its title: 
a „Disfunctional Family“, was sequestered in a back corner of Jack Tilton‘s 
booth. A sepia-toned family portrait, painted tightly cropped in a living-
room: Dad is smoking a bong, Mom is knitting, and Junior is pulverizing 
his bloodied privates with a meat tenderizer.
D’Amelio Terras showed some small paintings, hung in a long row, of 
freshly wounded and gouged single hands by Whitney Bedford, chillin-
gly reminiscent of the frequent results of Improvised Explosive Devices, 
or IEDS, as they are called by American troops.
There was also, at Postmasters, Jennifer and Kevin McCoy’s elevated 
dual-tabletop models of a suburban house - interiors and exteriors -with 
small figures placed in different vignettes that were being shot in a se-
quence by a myriad of video cameras pointed down at them from various 
angles. The resulting series of still images formed the narrative, set to mu-
sic, and was projected up on a single screen, controlled by a sequencer. In 
it, towards the end, a maimed, miniature couple, lay in a pool of blood 
on a round, braided rug.
At the Project, a motorized, super-realist sculpture by Danny Martinez, 
of a depressed-looking “working guy” slitting his wrists hacked away at 
himself endlessly.
The Northern pier tended toward extremely tasteful, spacious booths, of-
ten featuring the work of one artist in a mini-show, or mixing it up with 
secondary market pieces of 60’s and 70’s minimalists, among others. Art 
for livingrooms was the general slant, and there seemed to be no blood in 
evidence in this more upscale region.

3.
Therefore a few months later, after visiting la Bienal de Sao Paulo and 
many friends in Rio and Sao Paulo, I arrived in Buenos Aires and was re-
ceived by Tamara and Esteban in the space of El Basilisco (15). I was the-
re as the foreign artist, and was going to share the space and the 2 months 
residence with local artist Marco Bainella, from Paraná, in the north of 
the country, who normally works with the idea of recycling present as a 
political factor. Some of my projects happened around the streets of Avel-
laneda, in the periphery of Buenos Aires, where the residency took place. 
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Nikolaos Pantazopoulos, Plasticine sketches, 2005.

Krösus Foundation at the Rämistrasse in Zurich. Photos by Oliver Kielmayer

By jiri@divus.cz

Collective hallucination in Czech Art
Czech visual culture cannot survive without help from the State. This 
year, officials of the Ministry of Culture received two-thirds fewer appli-
cants for grants. As the private sector can not oblige the needs of culture 
and new alternatives have not come about, it would appear that the re-
ason for such a decline is the result of considerable resignation to activi-
ties in culture. The programs of institutions promise no significant events 
this year; the unconcern for state injections shows increased paralysis of 

By kielmayer@gmx.net, nikolaos3000@hotmail.com and punktum

kielmayer@gmx.net: hey london, i am online now!
punktum: Ok I‘m here Mr Zurich - sorry I‘m late! Very rough night 
last night and half to make it to the library to get online.... My head is a 
pounding.
kielmayer@gmx.net: rough night with art or men?
punktum: art and straight men and girls....Adam lost his bad, Alex got 
messy drunk and left out of the cab, Billy and Christine got in a fight and 
I sat in the corner trying to attract men. We missed a white cube mark 
quinn opening but saw Tracey leaving....at least!
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: Hi from London!!
kielmayer@gmx.net: who is nikolaos?!
punktum: Nikolas is highjacking this conversation!! He‘s my partner in 
crime here in london. - we‘re doing that curating thing together... He was 
my upstaisrs neighbour when I first came to london. I was staying with so-
meone from the arts council and he was living upstairs. He‘s also an artist and 
doing his ma in arts admin at Birkbeck.. He works at Matts gallery. Those 
are his creds, man. Other than that, he‘s a lovely man who likes bears.
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: there goes my anonynimity! I‘m a good 
friend of a regular contributor (Shaan) who recommended this site. I am 
an artist and arts‘ manager working away and looking for distraction
kielmayer@gmx.net: oh yes i remember! nik: say hello to robin from 
Matt’s gallery! he will certainly not remember me, but i am a big fan of 
his work! so what can you tell me about London at the moment? is there 
a highlight or so? I mean apart from Goldsmith...
punktum: Get my name right - actually dont- this is an anonymous 
conversation Nik!! 
kielmayer@gmx.net: well, maybe we should also publish photos of our 
faces, together with these short descriptions they do on sexchats, like 32 172 
66... ups, actually that was mine! well, somehow, actually i am getting 35!
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: you need to go on a carb free diet
punktum: He was on one when I visited him in August this past summer
kielmayer@gmx.net: I am still on it!!! atkins for life the book is 
called!!! 
punktum: He‘s also really fussy about what he eats. I made him dinner 
one eve and he complained my vegetables were undercooked!
kielmayer@gmx.net: your vegetables were fucking raw! completely 
uncooked!
punktum: Vegetables are better for you when their undercooked!
kielmayer@gmx.net: but i dont care if they are good for me. they 
must taste nicely
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: Londeners are all on liquid diets. but 
they got it wrong cause their liquids are full of carbs.
kielmayer@gmx.net: not alcohol! you can drink a lot of wine and spi-
rits with the atkins...
punktum: Everyone here has a tire around their belly because all they 
do is drink beer and sit in pubs. I went to Andrew Mummery gallery last 
night - He told me that Graeme Todd is doing really well...but then he 
had a show in LA and didn‘t sell anything. I really like his work. The peo-
ple in LA need to wake up and stop with all the nip and tucking cause its 
affecting taste over there.
kielmayer@gmx.net: well... i never got warm with Graeme‘s work... 
But let me know the positive sides of London life! I mean, maybe the nice 
experience of being in Old Europe as a Canadian! 
punktum: Yes - Its all about „Nik and Shaan Presents“ - that‘s the name 
of our event... Other things in london...its difficult to be all lovey dovy 
with this city. Its so freaking tough. But give me a few moments....what‘s 
going on in Zurich?
kielmayer@gmx.net: the worst show of the decade is now over! I have 
never seen such a bad show in my life. i mean not even controverse or da-
ring or whatever, just really bad art! It was at Helmhaus, Esther Eppstein 
and Martin senn, normally artists, where curating shows there. when you 
saw this show you would think art is dead. lousy installation, not a sparkle 
of synergy between the different artists, just completely uninspired local 
bad art. i got so angry at the opening! but actually i wanted to say some-
thing positive! uhm, let me think a minute...
punktum: Never heard of these guys... There are so many bad shows in 
London at these small east london galleries.... I don‘t know how people get 
some of this stuff shown. - I saw a nice simple show of Gillian Carnegie‘s 
paitning the other day though 
kielmayer@gmx.net: what about hauser and wirth? they are doing well?
punktum: My head hurts. I got a message from Clare last night - she just 
touched down in London. Maybe she will liven up the scene a bit!
kielmayer@gmx.net: she certainly will! her show at centre d‘art con-
temporain in Geneva was great! well, a bit messy, but isnt that her in the 
end... 
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: „The Man in the hollow scene“ are do-
ing cool stuff here. They appear and dissapear in different venues around 
London and have one off events a project running for a year. Currently 
showing Erik Van Lieshout video and drawings.
punktum: Hey -Nik- why dont you tell us about your show in Auz-
zie land?
kielmayer@gmx.net: oh yes, i am all ears! 
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: I take the piss on video of portrait photo-
graphy and painting using plastecine to recreate myself as „dear“ „clown“ 
jewish man“ „black man“ muslim woman“ etc...having issues editing and 
taking the sound off from my studio neighbour who plays the doors Jim 
Morrison all the fukin time. The show is in Clubs project space.
kielmayer@gmx.net: woah. but how does that look like actually...? 
you must send picture! i definitely want picture!
punktum: It looks quite nice because the plastecine is different primary 

colours. and he also does a black one and a white one. Maybe you could 
put in a picture of him with this. But it really needs to be in colour.
kielmayer@gmx.net: we dont do colour
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: you can do black and white with a black 
or whit image duffous
punktum: I can‘t believe you just called my friend a duffous.
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: No, you! not your friend, sorry friend.
kielmayer@gmx.net: aha. and what was that with the duffous? what 
does it mean?
punktum: Why don‘t I tell Oliver about how drunk you were at the art 
thing the other night and how you made a fool of yourself?
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: oh no, nik picks up his bag and makes a 
run for it in chat room looking for the door out“
kielmayer@gmx.net: yes, tell me please..
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: were should we start at the wine spur-
ting on each other in front of all the cool people dressed in Prada 
punktum: He had his hands down some guys pants and was dancing like 
a maniac. He blames it all on me.
kielmayer@gmx.net: tell me more! did he undress or something?
punktum: If I would have said go and undress in the middle of the room, 
he would have. But then again, it could have been taken seriously as per-
formance art. All the MA goldsmiths students were there and I was em-
barrassed to go to class on Monday. I keep getting texts from someone 
now calling me Cinderalla.
kielmayer@gmx.net: so you lost a shoe or what?
punktum: Almost lost a glass slipper.
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: more like a platform shoe. You are a bit 
of a princes but more like Diana...can‘t see you doing the claening
kielmayer@gmx.net: well nik, you seem to be great company! I am 
looking forward to meeting you soon... or are you another Benny Ne-
merovsky?
punktum: No, he’s not!!!! Nik is definately a Leo but is very very sweet.
kielmayer@gmx.net: thank god!
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: Nice to have met you to Oliver!! I hope 
we get the chance. I have to go and do some work for a deadline. 
kielmayer@gmx.net: byeeeeeeeeeee! take care and be nice to shaan 
the little gemstone
nikolaos3000@hotmail.com: bye room
punktum: Is any of this good enough for publishing?
kielmayer@gmx.net: all of it.

Chat: London – Zurich
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Update: London

By shaan@ca.inter.net

Goldsmith 2
I‘ve been dealing with a lot of ill feelings towards the school lately - or 
more towards where I am living at school. We didn‘t have hot water or 
heat for a week and our phones can‘t receive calls anymore....there are 
other problems too...so I‘ve been very frustrated trying to deal lately. I 
will try not to complain too much.  But I did have a good idea again for 
we are the artists... They put up notices in our flats that apologize wi-
thout apologizing about all the incoveniences lately at the residences. I 
thought maybe you‘d like to print one in we are the artists? Maybe I can 
do some sort of grafitti on them or something.  It would be very thera-
peutic for me!!  No more Madonna sightings lately.  I‘ve stopped working 
for Marc Quinn..my life is pretty unglamorous right now, although I am 
feeling better about London and school (this week) despite my problems 
with the residence...

Update: Zurich

Update: Prague

Czech culture. 
A probable contribution to this is the growing pains of the internatio-
nal biennale of contemporary art in Prague. This year its second edition 
will take place. 
The organizer, the Italian Flashart, decided to stop cooperating with the 
National Gallery in Prague. The main reason cited was unsurmountab-
le disagreements with its director, Milan Knízák. But the director wasn’t 
dispirited and organized his own biennale. As most Czech professionals 
despise Knízák’s “care” for the contemporary art, his biennale became a 
farce. Most were on the side of Flashart, and didn’t compromise. But the-
re are some who collaborate with Knízák. 
Because Knízák’s biennale is supposed to be international, there are a 
number of foreign curators. These are unaware that Knízák regularly 
opposes representives of all possible cultural groups and fractions. They 
probably don’t know that the quality of the contemporary art exhibitions 
at the National gallery is miserable, and has no significant audience. They 
don’t know that it is only Knízák’s thick skin that allows him to not ad-
mit that he is not a dreamer like Don Quijote or a determined Robinson 
Crusoe, but a person active in public, who lost the ability to communi-
cate with the environment.
In this climate, people who cooperate with Knízák are considered trai-
tors. The art scene is increasingly being split and scorns and damages itself. 
And Knízák must be handed one thing: he again managed to reintroduce 
nervousness and disgust in Czech culture. Unfortunately nervousness and 
disgust don’t create a creative alternative. Young curators prefer to stay 
at home and read foreign magazines, wondering what can be managed 
elsewhere. They can envy such personalities like Harald Szeeman, who, 
despite his age, managed to understand fresh thoughts and ideas. They 
will understand that Czech art is still young and will be able to dispose 
with such people. And they will realize that unless such personalities grow 
up in the Czech scene, the mastadon from the National Gallery will not 
have a proper opponent. So they silently accept that in this power sumo 
is just one fighter only.
The fact that there is no interest in the state money might be a side effect 
of this collective deprivation. In the Czech Republic it is thus more and 
more popular to say local culture is of no interest abroad and there is no 
need to try. Word goes about other countries in Central Europe. The suc-
cess of Slovak artists – our former co-citizens – is often taken as a proof 
of our own spiritual misery. 
My experience shows the opposite. Interest in Czech art does exist and is 
growing. Stars are not born everyday but the desire to find them can be 
understood as a further sign of never satisfied ambitions of local profes-
sionals. Gone is any admiration of the specific aura of local art that relies 
“too much” on the motives of civil experiences, non-dramatic experi-
ences and a choked art language. And on the other hand people haven’t 
started admiring the participation in the huge amount of still (!) less vi-
sible platforms. 
Czech self-confidence declines each year. Within a few years they won’t 
be able to create any new art periodical, and after some important galleries 
were closed they are uninterested in investing energy into creating and 
running new ones. Sober thinking has for so long been stronger than the 
optimism, that it remained just a collective hallucination, that the only 
way of getting out of the misery is to make it deeper.



You could be something / I‘ve never seen

www.cadruvi.com

Information: WeAreTheArtists

By kielmayer@gmx.net

Finally WeAreTheArtists is online on www.wearetheartists.net! The idea 
of the website is not to make a representation of the network but to pro-
vide a tool that is useful. The chat-window can be used by the corres-
pondents not only for conversations but also in order to make interviews 
that will be published in the newspaper. The website will be developed 
constantly according to ideas and proposals of the artists. Also new is the 
4 page centrefold provided by k3 project space; it will be a constant part 
of the newspaper in the future. WeAreTheArtists number 5 is publis-
hed with 4000 copies in August 2005. For all enquiries, please contact 
wearetheartists@gmx.net. As the newspaper is free its future depends on 
selling ads on the last page. There is a big variety available, starting with 
the ‚Unknown artist ad’ for Euro 30 up to the ‚Fuck the rest I’m the best 
ad’ for Euro 4000.

Make yourself heard!

Are you not a correspondent of the network, but still have a message to the artworld? Make yourself heard on this page by placing an ad! You are free to 
use the space for a text, a statement, a picture, information about a show or just your name. No matter if you are an artist, a gallery, a museum, a collec-
tion or just a sponsor, you all are welcome.
You can buy space here in different sizes; contact wearetheartists@gmx.net for details. Accepted data are qxd, eps, tiff and jpg files in black and 
white with 300dpi. Number 5 of WeAreTheArtists is published with 4000 copies in August 2005; ads must arrive before July 15 either via email at 
wearetheartists@gmx.net or via mail at k3 project space, Hardstrasse 219, CH – 8005 Zürich.
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